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UDC JOURNALISM CLUB TO CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Theme: “Images of African People in the Media and the Western World”

Washington, DC – The University of the District of Columbia Journalism Club will hold an educational forum on Tuesday February 18, 2014 in Building 41 A-03, Van Ness Campus, 4200 Connecticut Ave, NW, from 6:30-8:30 p.m.

Renowned historian Raymond A. Winbush, Director of the Institute for Urban Research at Morgan State University, is the guest speaker. The forum will address the negative depiction of people of African origin in the media and the Western World. The lecture will be followed by a book signing.

Historian Winbush, author of three books will elaborate on the Black History Theme: “Images of African People in the Media and the Western World.” His latest book “Belinda’s Petition: A Concise History of Reparations for the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade,” hit Essence Magazine’s best seller list. Professor Cornel West declared it “a must read” when it comes to understanding the struggle of reparations.

His classic, “The Warrior Method: A program for Rearing Healthy Black Boys” (Harper Collins, 2001) is a comprehensive African centered program for raising healthy black boys in a racist society.

The educational forum is free and open to the public. Seating is limited, guests are advised to reserve by e-mailing to Tyna621@gmail.com. For more information, call Capricia Galloway 202-344-9925.
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